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Abstract 
In the present paper we pose the problem of characterizing the orthogonal polynomials related to the unit circle whose 
moment functional ~ verify a functional relation of the following type D(q~S¢)+ ~Z,e=0, where q5 and ~b are polynomials 
with deg ~ = 2 and deg ~ = 1. Two different situations appear depending on whether the roots of q~ are unimodular or 
not. Here, we solve the last case. Moreover, we analyse the definite positive character of the solutions. 
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I. Introduction 
In the real line the classical orthogonal polynomials are characterized by different equivalent 
properties among which is the following: Given the functional equation D(~b~)+ ~k~ = 0 where 0 
and ~ are polynomials with deg q~ ~ 2 and deg ff = 1, the only regular solutions are the functionals 
corresponding to the classical families. For these families, the explicit form of ~b and ~9 is as 
follows: 
D( dp LP ) + ~LP = 0 dp( x ) ~ ( x ) 
Hermite 1 2x 
Laguerre x x -a  - 1 
Bessel x 2 -~x  - 2 
Jacobi 1 - x 2 (c~ + fl + 2)x + c~-fl 
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In the present paper we pose the same problem on the unit circle ~- of characterizing the orthogonal 
polynomials whose moment functionals verify this type of functional equation. In this direction we 
want to point out the characterization f the class (1, 1 ) in [1 1, 13], that is the study of the solutions 
of the above functional equation with deg ~b = 1. Therefore, we try to obtain the regular and hermitian 
functionals 5° which are solutions of the functional equation with deg ~b = 2: 
D((z -~) (z - f l )50)  = (blz + bo)50 with bl ¢0 .  (1.1) 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to some preliminary results and 
definitions. In Section 3 we obtain that Eq. (1.1) corresponds to one of the following cases: 
D((z -a ) (~z  - 1)50) = -i((1 + 1 12)z - 2a)50, (1.2) 
D((z -a ) (z - f l )50)  = -i((0~ + fi)z - 2afl)50. (1.3) 
We restrict ourselves to the first case for which we obtain in Theorem 4 the hermitian solutions. 
Finally, Section 4 contains the statement of our main results conceming the regularity and positive 
definite character of these solutions. 
2. Preliminary results 
Let A = span{z k, kET/} be the space of the Laurent polynomials and 50 : A ~ C be a regular and 
hermitian functional. If we denote the moments by 50(z n) = cn for nEY we say 
Definition 1. 50 is hermitian if Vn/> 0 c_n = c-;. 
50 is regular (positive definite) if the principal submatrices of the moment matrix are nonsingular 
(positive), i.e., 
Vn >~ 0 An = det (50(zi-J))i:o,...,n;/=o ...... # 0(>0).  
In any case we denote Vn ~> 0 E, = An/An-~ with A-I = 1 and by {q~n}~ the monic orthogonal 
polynomial sequence (MOPS) related to 50. It is well known that {~n}~ satisfies for n >/1 the 
following recurrence relations: 
• .(z)  = + (2.1) 
• .*(z) = o.*_,(z) + o.(O)zOn_l(z), (2.2) 
• n (z )  = (1 - + (2.3) 
2 =1< 
• *(z) = (1 - I~n(0)l )~_ , (z )  + ~,(0)~n(z), (2.4) 
where ~*(z )= zn-~,(1/z) is the reversed polynomial of ~n(z). 
Next we recall some definitions and results concerning semiclassical functionals. For more details 
see [10, 8, 2, 13]. 
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Definition 2. Given a regular and hermitian functional A a, we say that Ae is semiclassical if there 
exist polynomials ~b(z)# 0 and ~b(z) such that the following functional equation holds: 
D( dp(z )~LP) = ~9(z )5¢, 
where the derivative operator is defined by 
VPEA D~.~(P(z)) = -iSP(zP'(z)). 
This definition is motivated by the differential behaviour of positive measures on the unit circle with 
respect o the integration on the unit circle. If deg q$(z)= p' and max { p' - 1, deg [( p' - 1 ) ~b(z ) + i~b(z)] } 
= q we say that L,e belongs to the class ( i f ,  q). 
It is obvious that if 5~ belongs to the class (p',q), it also belongs to the class (p'  + 1,q + 1). 
Theorem 1. I f  LP is a semiclassical functional verifyin9 D(d?(z)Ae) = ~b(z)~LP then it holds the 
followin9 relation: 
zp' (z )( ) - izgY (z  ) ) * = zp(  ) - 
with p' = deg q$(z) and p = deg (~(z) - iz~b'(z)). 
Theorem 2. Let 5f be a regular functional verifyin9 D(dp(z)~L~) = ~b(z)Sf. Then the series S(z) = 
o~ - -  k ~k:0 ckz satisfies the followin9 differential equation: 
zdp(z )S'(z ) + i(q#(z) - izdp' (z ) )g(z ) : ((z ), 
where ((z) is a polynomial such that deg ((z)~< max {p',q}. 
Theorem 3. Let Ae be a regular functional verifyin9 D(dp(z)5~)= ~b(z)&ZL I f  ~ is positive definite 
then the series S(z) ~ -- k = E~=0 ckz converges for z such that [z[ < 1 and the series S(z - I) converges 
for z such that Iz[ > 1. 
3. The functional equation: Hermitian solutions 
The aim of this section is to obtain that Eq. (1.1) corresponds to two different cases depending 
on whether the roots of  ~b are unimodular or not. Here we restrict ourselves to the last case for 
which we obtain in Theorem 4 the semiclassical solutions. Besides in Theorem 5 and Corollary 1, 
we prove that these hermitian solutions verify another functional equation which is more convenient 
for the study of the regularity in the next section. 
Lemma 1. I f  the functional equation 9iven by (1.1) has a regular and hermitian solution then one 
of  the followin9 conditions must verify: 
(i) fl~ = 1 with [~[ # 1, b0 = 2i ~-~-- and b, = - i  1 + [~[____~2, or 
(ii) I~l = Ifl[ = 1, b0 = 2i~fl and b~ = - i (~  + fl) with ~ + [J # O. 
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Proof. We denote by 50 a regular and hermitian solution of Eq. (1.1) and by e, its moments. 
Without loss of any generality we assume that 50 is normalized, i.e., Co = 1. 
Since 5 ° is a semiclassical functional, by applying Theorem 1 we get that 
(z -cQ(z - f l ) (boz  z + (~ - i(~ + ~))z + 2i) 
= (~-~flz 2 - (~ + ~)z + 1 )(-2iz 2 + (i(~ +/ / )  + bl )z + bo) (3.1) 
from which it follows by identifying coefficients that 
and 
bo=2i~ 
~/3b-~ - b, = 3i(~ +/~) - i~/~(~ + ~). (3.2) 
Computing D((z -~) (z -~)50) (z" )  = (blZ + bo)50(z" ) we obtain that the moments verify the difference 
equation 
-inc,+2 + (in(~ +/3) - bl)C,+l - (in~fl + bo)c, = 0. (3.3) 
Taking n = 0 and n =-1  in (3.3) we get the system of two linear equations in two unknowns b0 
and bl 
bo + blcl = 0, (3.4) 
~b0 + bl = i(cl - (~ + ~8) + ~//U1 ) (3.5) 
that has a unique solution 
bl = i  (ci - (~ +/~) + ~/~UI) and b0 = -c lb l ,  
1 - ]ct 12 
i.e., 
2~/3-~/31c, I z = -c~ + c,(~ +/3). (3.6) 
Since bl ¢ 0 then cl - (~  +/~) + ~/~¢ 0. Besides by taking n =-2  in (3.3) it is easily verified that 
cl ¢ 0 and this implies bo ¢ 0. 
Computing D((z -cQ(z - /3 )50) (z - " )= (blz + bo)50(z-") and combining the hermitian character of 
5(' and the expression of bo we find 
i(n - 2)~-~c, + (b-~ - ni(~ + ~))c,_, + inc,_2 = 0 (3.7) 
which implies 
ino~/3c,+2 + (bt - (n + 2)i(~ +/3))c,+1 + i(n + 2)c, = 0. (3.8) 
Eliminating c,+2 between this last relation and (3.3) we get 
(b-~ - i(n + 2)(~ + ~) + in~---~(~ +/3) - blOTfl)Cn+l + i(n + 2)(1 - [~/312)c, = 0 (3.9) 
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and combining relations (3.2) and (3.9) it holds 
(n - 1)(1~12~ + [fll2~--~--fl)en+l  (n + 2)(1 -- 1~/~12)e. = 0. (3.10) 
Putting n = 1 in (3.10) and applying that c~ 50  we get 
I~/~1-- I. (3.11) 
On the other hand, taking n = 0 in (3.10) and using (3.11) we obtain 
C(I~I 2 - 1) + ~(I/~12 - 1))cl = 0, 
which is equivalent to 
~(1~12 - l )=  -1 (1~12 - 1). (X 
Therefore we find either fl~ = 1 with 1c¢1 # 1 or lal = 1. 
Next we obtain b0 and b~ in each of the two previous cases: 
(i) If fl~ = 1 with [~[ # 1, we substitute in relation (3.2) bl = -bo/Cl = 2ict/~¢1(0) obtaining 
-~(4 , (o ) )  2 = I~,(o)1=(~ + 41(o)(1 + I~12)). (3.12) 
Since Cl = -41(0), Eq. (3.6) becomes in this case in 
-~(41(0)) 2 = -c¢141(0)12 + ~1(0)(1 + I~1 ~) + 2~. (3.13) 
Eliminating 141(0)l 2 between (3.12) and (3.13) it holds that 41(0 ) satisfies the following equa- 
tion: 
~(1 + 1~12)(4,(0)) 3 + (21~12 + (1 + 1~1=)=)(41(0)) ~ + 3e(1 + 1~12)4,(0) + 2a 2 = O, 
from which we conclude that ~1(0) must be -2e / ( l  + le]2) or -1 /a  or -a .  For 41(0)= -1 /e  
or 4~(0)= -~,  by substituting in (3.13), we get to a contradiction I~1 = 1. 
(ii) If I~l = I/~1 = 1 proceeding in the same way as in the previous case we obtain 
- (4 , (0 ) )  2 = 14,(o)12(~/~ + ~,(o)(~ +/~))  (3.14) 
by substituting bl = 2iafl/41(O) in (3.2). Since c1 =-q~l(0), eliminating 141(0)12 between (3.6) 
after substitution of cl and (3.14) we find 
(@ ~- 1~)(41(0)) 3 -{- (20{1~ .qt_ (0~ -{- j~)2)(41(0))2 -~- 3aft(or + fl)~,(0) + 2(aft) 2 = O. 
Solving the equation we get for ~(0)  the following values: -2~fl/(a + fl) or - f l  or -a .  Since 
the two last values get to a contradiction because 14~(0)1 ¢ 1 we conclude the result. [] 
Theorem 4. Let the functional equation 
~q (3.15) 
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with [a] -# 1, and let oW be a regular and hermitian solution verifying the initial conditions L.q°(1 )= 1 
and L#(z)= 2a/(1 + ]a[2). 
I f  we denote ~(z" )  = Cn, then for n >>- 0 
c. - -Au.  + (1 -A )v . ,  
where 
a n 
u, , -  - - [ (n  + 1) + (1 - n)la[2], v, , -  
1 + lal ~ 
1 
I 'a'2) [(1 - n) + (n + l)la[2], ~n(1 + 
A = 1-~2~2(0)/(1-[a] 4) and for n < 0 we define c. = c_.. 
Proof. Applying (3.15) to z" we find the difference quation satisfied by c.: 
n~c.+2 - (n + 1)(1 + 1a12)c.+1 + a(n + 2)c. = 0 (3.16) 
with Co = 1 and cl = 2a/(1 + la12). 
To solve the equation we use the method of the generating function [1]. First we obtain the 
= ~.=o c.s by solving the following differential equation: corresponding generating function U ( s ) o~ . 
as(s - ~) (s - ~ ) U~(s) - 2(~-as2)U(s)  
Then the solution is given by 
= -2~ 21al 2 
1 + lal 2s" 
U(s)=(-21~12s 3 + Ca(1 + lal=)s 2 - 2~(1 + [~l 2 + [a[4)s + ~2(1 + 1~12)) 
1 
X 
a(1 + la[2)(s- N)2(s- ~)2" 
In order that the series converges, we need, depending on the case, ~ or 1/a be a root of the 
numerator U(s ). 
In the first situation we conclude C=( 1 + l al 2 + 41al 4)/a 2 ( 1 + [al 2) and the corresponding moments 
are given by 
a n 
u.- -  [ (n+ 1)+(1  - n ) la [2 ] .  
1+~ 
Then the functional is regular and the MOPS is 4~(z)= z~-2(z-a)2 for n ~> 2 (see [3]). 
In the second case C = (lal2(4 + lal 2 + [a14))/a2(l + lal e) and the moments are 
1 
v. -- ~"(1 + [a[2) [(1 - n) + (n + 1)]a12]. 
Then the functional is regular and the MOPS is Tn(Z) = z~-2(z - 1/~) 2 for n ~> 2 (see [3]). 
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Since both solutions are linearly independent we obtain the general solution of (3.16) is 
c, = Aun + By, 
and the solutions verifying the initial conditions Co and cl are 
c. =- Au. + (1 - A )v.. 
In order to compute the complex number A we use the regularity of 50 which implies that c2 = c~ - 
(1 -IcllZ)q~2(0). Then if we substitute in the preceding expression of c. for n = 2 we obtain that 
A = (1 - ~2qb2(0))/(1 - 1~14). [] 
Theorem 5. Let 50 be a linear hermitian functional verifyin9 the functional equation (3.15) with 
the initial conditions 50(1)= 1 and 50(z)- -2~/(1 + 1~12). Then 50 also verifies the followin9 
functional equation: 
D( (z -~,2(z -1 )250)  = 2i(z - ~)2 (z - 1)2 50. (3.17) 
Proof. To obtain the functional equation (3.17) we take into account some results in [3]. Indeed, 
if 5 ° is a linear hermitian functional verifying (3.17) with the initial conditions 50(1)= 1 and 
50(z)--2~/(1 + I~lZ), it is easy to check that the corresponding moments 50(z ") - -c ,  verify the 
following difference quation: 
(n + 2)[~2Cn+4 - 2~(1 + 1~12)c,+3  (1 + I~14 + 4L~1=)c.+2 
-2~(1 + [~12)c~+1  ~2c~] -~ O. (3.18) 
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the moments 
c. = Au. + (1 - A )v. 
given in Theorem 4 before satisfy Eq. (3.18), and this yields the result. [] 
Corollary 1. Let 50 be a linear hermitian functional verifyin9 the functional equation (3.15) with 
the initial conditions 50(1 )= 1 and 50(z)= 2~/(1 + I~12) and let 50A be the linear functional 9iven 
by 
0 for n#O, 
50A(Z n) : (1 -- 2~A)(I~I 2 - 1) 3 
1 + I~12 for n -~ O. 
Then 50 also verifies the followin9 functional equation: 
(Z-- ~)2 (Z]-- -~)250=50A, 
with initial conditions 50(1)---- 1, 50(z)---- 2~/(1 + I~1 ~) and 50(z 2) = ( -A( I~[  2 - 1) 3 +31~1 2 - 1)/(1 + 
1~12)~ 2 
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Proof. Taking into account Theorem 5 we obtain that the hermitian solutions of (3.15) with the 
initial conditions ~(1)= 1 and ~(z )= 2~/(1 + [c~] 2) verify 
~2c~,+2 - 2~(1 + 1~12)cn+,  (1 + Icz] 4 + 41~12)c. 
0 for n¢O,  
-2offl + I~12)c._, + ~Zc._2 = ( l  -2~A)( lal  2 -  1) 3 
1 + 1~12 for n = 0, 
and this implies the result. [] 
Therefore, in order to get the regular solutions of our problem (Eq. (3.15)), we study in the next 
section, the regularity of the hermitian solutions ~e of the functional equation (z-~)2(1/z_~)2ga= c,¢A
with prescribed initial conditions, i.e., we solve what is usually called an inverse problem. 
4. An inverse problem. Regular solutions 
This section contains the statement of our main results: Theorems 6 and 7, in which we analyse 
the regularity and the positive-definite character of the solutions of the posed problem. 
Lemma 2. I f  &P is a regular and hermitian solution of  (z - c02(1/z - ~)2c~o = 5¢A, with I~1 # 1 and 
5~(1) = 1, SO(z) = 2~/(1 + [~l 2) and ~(Z 2) = (-A(I~I 2 - 1) 3 q- 3l~l 2 -- 1)/(1 + l~12)~ 2, then the 
following relations hold: 
4,z 
~e -~ r ;  =~7( J  
5e -~ z j+2 =~J( j  
1 (~2_ ~f f0 ) ) (~-  1~12~  
~J-, + l~l 2) ' 
(1- 1~'2) 2 
+ 1)(~ 2 - ~2(o)) 1 T [~1 ~ ' 
= ~J(1 _ ~2,~(o)) (1 - 1~12)  
1 ¥1~12 ' 
+ 1)(1 - ~2~2(0)) 
+ I~l =J ' 
Vj>~O, (4.1) 
Vj/> O, (4.2) 
Vj ~> 0, (4.3) 
Vj ~> O. (4.4) 
Proof. We denote by K(A) the number &° A ( 1 ) and by &'¢0 the Lebesgue functional. From Corollary 1 
we have the following relation: 
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(1) For j />  0 we have 
(/~1 ~ (/~/~ ~: '~/) 
zJ ] 
~___z~ ÷ l~(/!_~)~(z_~). 
Since for j ~> 2 zJ - cd = (z - c~) ~k=oJ-1C~kzj_(k+~), then 
5f -~  (z -~)(z J - .~J )~=K(A)&~'o ~z -(k+~) --0. 
zJ ] 
Therefore for j >t 2 it holds 
and this expression is also valid for j = 0 and j = 1. Next we calculate 
(/~ / ~-,z ~,) z+~/,z ~ 
Since cl = 2~/(1 + 1~12), then ~-  2~ + ~2cl = 0 and 
~(/~ ~)~z ~)~(/~ ~) ~) ~,~ ~,+~ 
From ~2(0) = (c 2 - e2)/(1 - Ic, 12) we get U22 - 2~-~ + ~2 = (~2 _ ~2(0))((1 - 1~12)/(1 + 1~[2)) 2 and 
then 
~(/~ ~/~z ~,)~,~ o~,o,,(~ ~ 
+ I~12] " 
(2) Let j ~> 1. We compute 
((z' / ~') (/~ /~( / )  ~,e -~ ~ =~ -~ z2 1 1 1 z7+2 ~j+---5 + ~5 
=~(l~ ~l~z~+2 z ~+~ + 
~j+2 
Since 
~j ) : ~ (l! --~12 (7-" - 0~' ( i~=O ~z j 
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and we take into account hat 
E~iz  j+'-i =(z - ~) ~( i+  1)~z j-i +( j+2)~ j+l, 
i=0 i=0 
then 
- - z J  ( J  
=K(A)~o ( i+  1)~ +(j+2)~xJ+~,Lf -~  zJ 
i=0 
( l )  
=K(A)+( J+2)  cd+' -~--)-s7-1 (~2 _ (~2(0)) ~ 1~12), 
where the last equality follows from (1) above. 
Since A = (1 - ~2~2(0))/(1 - 1~[4) then 
K(A) = (1 + I~l 4 - 2N(~2~2(0))). (4.5) 
+ I~,I =)  
Therefore, by substituting K(A), 
(zJ+Z-~J +2) 1-[~12 (1_(j+1)10¢14_2~(0¢2~-~-2(0)) 
- ~ 75 = i + I~I 2 
+ ( j  + 2)~T03) .  
On the other hand, 5e( (1 /z -  ~)2z2)= 1-2~c,  +~2c2 =((1 -1~12)/(1 + I~1Z))2(1 - ~2~(0)). Therefore, 
(l 
- ~ ~ = ~] ( j  + 1)(~2 _ ¢2(0)) 1 + I~1 = " 
it is easy to see that the relation is true for j = 0 and thus we get (2). 
(3) 
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For j /> 1 it holds 
=K(A)~9o ( Ji~=o o~izj-i) "~- ~J+lo~ (ll--'~12(z-- 0~)) •
By substituting K(A) by expression (4.5) and using (1) for j = 0 we finally obtain (3). Besides it 
is easy to check the equality for j = 0: 
=K(A)~o(1)+~L~((!-~)Z(z-~))  = (1 - ~2~b2(0)) (1 - [~12) 2 
1 + I~12 
(4) 
(/z' 
=5~ -~ (z-cO (z -oOZ( i+ l)o~izj-i +( j+ 2)o~J+l +~ j+z~e -~ 
i=0 
=K(A).~O (i=~o (iq--1)oJzJ-i) "~(jq-2)oj+l~ ((~ --~)2(z--O~)) "~o~J+2~ ((  --'~)2) •
By using (1) and (2) for j = 0 we get 
£~((1-~)2zJ+2) =(j+l)cdK(A)+(-(j+2)~J+2+~J+2)(~2-~2(O))(1-1~12) 2 
171~1 ~ ' 
from which, by using (4.5), the result follows. [] 
In the next lemma two representations of the orthogonal polynomials {~,(z)} are given. These 
representations are necessary for obtaining the values ~,(~) and ~(~)  in Theorem 6. 
Lemma 3. If ~ is a regular and hermitian solution of (z - ~)2(1/z - ~)25e = LPA with I~1 # l and 
initial conditions L,¢(1) = 1, ~e(z)--2~/(1 + I~12) and 5°(z2)-- (-A(Ic~l 2 -  1) 3 +31~12 - 1)/(1 + 1~12)~ 2, 
then E, # O, with 
( 1 t~t~  [~~0~E~ n 
E. = \ 1 + I~,12 / L 
1)~. (c~)  - ~ . ' (~) ]  
1 + 1o~14 - 2~(~2~2(0))1 for n ~> 3. (4.6) + 
/ 
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Besides the orthogonal polynomial sequence {4,,(z)} related to ~ is given by the following 
representations: 
(~2 __ 42(0)) ) 
4n(Z ) = Z n "~-Z n-1 -2c~ - [(n - 2)4.(~) - 74~(.)] 0~n-3( 1 q- l~14 _ 2!}~(~242(0))) 
-~-Z n-2 0~ 2~- [(n -- 1)4n(00 -- 0~4nt(00] ~n_4( ] + 2~(Sz42(O)))J 
1 -- ~242(0 ) 
+Z4n'(~X) 1 + 1o¢14 - 2~(~242(0) )  + [4,,(:¢) - a4"Ox)] 
1 - ~24f fo )  
x Vn >~ 3; 
1 + I~[ 4 -2~(~24a(0))  ' 
42(z) = z 2 - 2 (~ + 42(0)~)z + 17~- '~"  42(0)' 
2~ 
41 (z )  = z 
1 + [~12' 
(4.7) 
4n(Z) =Zn-'~-zn-1 __2__ [ (n- -2)~ n (~_) -- 4n t (1)]  1 + ,0¢,4 2~(~242(0) ) ]  
+z._2 ( 1 ~"-~(|_ :_ ~24~(o)) ~"-'~ [ (n - -1 )~4 n (1 ) -  4t n (1) ]  1+ '0¢' 4__2~:~(~242(0)) ] 
+z4 '~(1)  1_1_1c¢[4 2~(~242(0)) ~ " 
~2(~2 _ 42(0) )  
x Vn >~3. 
1 + [~[4 _ 2~(~2~2(0) ) ,  (4.8) 
Proof. We distinguish two cases: 
(i) We suppose that K(A)~O (or equivalently, 2~A~ 1). We can write for n ~> 3: 
4n(Z ) -- 4n(O~ ) -- 4t(O~)(Z -- 0[) = zn_ 2 n--3 
(z - ~)2 + ~ ~"kzk" 
k=0 
Applying (z - ~)2(½ _ ~)2~e to both members we get 
K(A)~o (4n(Z) - 4n(o~)- 4 : (o0(z -  ~)z_j) 
= [ K(A) i f j=n-2 ,  
(K(A)2nj i f j c{0  ..... n -  3}, 
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i.e., 
K(A ) for j : n - 2, 
K(A)2,j for jE{0 , . . . ,n - -  3}. 
Since 
=~E"  fo r j=n-2 ,  
L 0 for jE{0 , . . . ,n - -  3}, 
if we take into account the previous lemma we obtain for jE{0 , . . .  ,n -- 3} 
~-s(~2 _ 42(0) )  
2,j = 1 ÷ I~[ 4 -- 2~(~2q~2(0)) [( j + 1)@,(cQ - ~(~) ]  
and 
~.(z )  cb,(~) q~',(~)(z ~) J 
-- z "-2 - 2q~,(~) z..., (J ÷ 1 ) + )~(~'n(~) 
(z - ~)2 j :o j :o 
with 
1 + I~14 - 2~(~2q~2(0))"  




Z ( j+ l )n -3  (~) J  = (n-2)z"-l-~(n-1)zn-2+~"-l-~n--~--~-~ 
j=0 
we have for n >t 3 
~ z~;(~)) 
~n(Z)=Zn+Z n-I --2~ -- 2(n -- 2) + @n-4 / 
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Taking into account hat 
1 - 2~ 2 = (1  - -  ~2~2(0) )  
1 + I~[ 4 - 2~(~2~2(0)) 
we obtain (4.7). Besides, from (4.9) and (4.10) for j =n-  2 and the previous lemma we get (4.6): 
( 1 - ](X'2~2 ( ~n(0{) /~nt(~) ) 
E,= 171~12 j (1+]~14-2~(~2@2(0)))  (n -1 )2  _2 7.-3 + l  . (4.12) 
Therefore, since ~ is regular E~ =( (1 -  [~12)/(1 + 1~12))2 ¢0 ,  E2=(1 -I(b2(0)12)((1 -[~12)/(1+ 
]~[2))2 ¢0 ,  and for n~>3 
~.(~) ~'(~)~ (~ - ~2(0)) 
(n - 1) ~G25-2 ~ J 1 + I:q 4 - 2~(~2~2(0)) if- 1 ¢-0. 
In order to obtain ~(z )  we need to know q~(~) and q~(~). To solve this problem we proceed in 
a similar way as before: Since for n ~>3 
/ n--3 
~)n(Z) -- ~)n (1) __ ~t n(I)(z__ 1)=Z n-2 + Z ]AnkZk 
(Z- 1)2 k=0 
then 
z2 2< (}) - z2 2 . 1 l 
(Z- 0~) 2 --Z n-~ AV Z ['In--'7 y"  k=0 
Applying (z -  a)2(1/z-  g )2~ to both members we get 
S K(A) for j = n - 2, 
(K(A)~,j for jE{0 , . . . ,n -  3}. 
For jE{0, . . .  ,n -  3}, taking into account Lemma 2 and applying that 
( (1 )2  (zl___) ){~E n for j=n  - 2, 
0 for jE{0 . . . . .  n - 3}, 
we deduce 
~, (~)]  ~J+, ( 1 - a2'p2(°) ) 
1 + l< 4 -2~&~(o) )  
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Therefore, if we denote by 
(l -- (~2(/)2(0)) 
#= 
1 -q-10~14 -- 2~(~2qb2(0) )  
it holds that 
t n-3 
l~n(Z) - i~n(1)__ I~ ~ (1)(Z--1):Z n-2 ~-#j~O (--~n (~)~J+2(j-t- l) q- t~nt (1) ~J+l) zJ. 
( z - , )  2 
I f  we compute the sums and make some calculations we get 
flDn(Z)--q~ n (~) --CI): (1)(Z-- l)  :zn_ 2 (Z--1) 2 --lJ~n (~) [(n--2)('~z) n-'
- - (n -  l)(~Z)n-2-q-1] q- #I~): (~) ( (~z)n -2 -  1 ) ( .7 - -~) .  (4.13) 
Finally, if we substitute # in (4.13) we obtain (4.8). 
(ii) Let us now assume that K(A)= 0 (2~A = 1). Proceeding in the same way as in the previous 
case we obtain from (4.9) for j 6{O, . . . ,n -  3}: 
(~2 __ (~2(0)) -~- 10~12, } OU[ ( j  + 1)':/',,(00 -- 0~'(0~)] = O. 
Since A 7 ~ 1 then 42(0 ) # 0~ 2 and the last equation implies 
( j+ l )q~, (a )=~4~' (7) ,  VjE{0 . . . . .  n -3}andn~>3.  
Then 
qb,(0¢) = ~',(c() = 0, Vn/> 3. 
For j = n -  2 from (4.9) and (4.10) we obtain that E, = 0, n/> 3 in contradiction with the regularity 
of  5 °. [] 
Theorem 6. I f  50 is a hermitian solution of (z-~)2(1/z-~)250 = 50A, with Io~l ~ 1 and initial condi- 
tions 50(1)=1,  50(z)=20~/(1 + 1~12), 50(zZ) : ( -A( l~[  2 -  1) 3 +3lc~[ 2 -  1)/(1 + 1~12)~ 2 
1~2(0)l ¢ 1, then 50 is regular if and only if 
and 
with 
Vn >1 3 72,-7Dn yL O, (4.1 4) 
o~2n-7D n : I~ ~ - ~2(o)1~1~12 + [1 - c¢2~-~--~]41c¢] 2¢2~-7) 
- I~  2 - 42(0)1211 - c~2~-~--0-)lZ((n - 2 )210¢ l  4 - 2(n - 1)(n - 3)10~12 + (n - 2)2)[~1 z("-4). 
(4.15) 
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Besides the orthogonal polynomial sequence {~n(z)} related to ~ is 9iven by (4.7) with 
(~)n((X) __ (1 -[~12)2[1 + [~[4_  2~(~2~2(0))](~2 _ ~2(0) )  
) x + 11 - 72~--~12~n-4[1 - n + (n - 2)l~l 2] , (4.16) 
q~(~) _ (1 - 1~12)[1 + l~14 _ 2~(~2~,2(0))](~2 _ ~z(o)) 
X ( '(x2 -~C_~---(0)[2 [ (n-  2 ) -  nl0~[2]- ,1 - o~2~----~12~n-a[--n+(n - 2)[~[2]). (4.17) 
Proof. =~: Taking into account Lemma 3, first we compare coefficients between (4.7) and (4.8). If 
we identify the coefficients of z we get 
Vn>~3 ~z(~2-~2(0))q~n ~ (1 )  =(1--~2(~2(0))~nt(~). 
Therefore, if qh(0) = ~2 then cb'(~) = 0 Vn >73, and if ~2(0) # 0~ 2 then 
(1 )  (1 -  ~2~2(0))q¢(~). (4.18) • ; = 
In the same way, identifying the independent terms 
~:(~:  - ~: (o ) )  ~n - -  ~ = (1 - -  ~ :~: (0 ) ) [~. (~)  - ~'(~) ] ,  
thus if q~2(0)=~ 2 then ~,(~)=0 Vn~>3, and ~,(z )=z" -2(z  - ~)2. If ~2(0)#~ 2 and we take into 
account (4.18) then 
4i.(1)= ~1(~ ~) [~, (c0  + (1 -  [~[2)q~:(~)]. (4.19) 
From the coefficients of z "-~ we deduce 
(~2_  ¢~2(0) ( (n--2)o~ n-3 (~n(O~) _[. - ~l_4~nt(~)) _+_(1 _ 0C2~2(0)) 
- 2 ([=12 - 1)[1 + [~14 - 2~(~2~:(0))]. (4.20) 
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From the coefficients of z "-2 we get 
( (n -  l) ~1__~ ) 
(~2 _ 42(0)) ~-_~ 4.(~) 4.'(00 - (1 -.2~22(0)) 
( (1)  (~) )  il - Io¢12)(1 + Io¢12)[1 × ( n -- 1)Nn-24n - ~-34~ = ~2 + Ic~l 4 - 2~iN242i0))1 • 
(4.21) 
We eliminate 4'  (l/N) between (4.20) and (4.21 ) and we substitute 4.(I/N) by using (4.19) obtaining 
_ - i l  -I~12) 2 [1 + I~14 -2~(~242(0) ) ] (~ 2 - 42(0)). (4.22) 
From (4.20) and (4.21) we eliminate 4n(1/~) and taking into account (4.18) we have 
(n  - 1 ) (n  - 2 ) (~ 2 - 42io)) i1~12 - 1 )4n(0¢)  
0{n--3 
~- --~n--4(~)2i0) [ i l l  - -  1)  - (n  - 2)l~l 2] - I1 - ~2~---~-)[2 i~ 2 4n~i ~) 
_ il~l ~ - 1)il + [~[4 _ 2~(~242(0))[n _ in - 2)1~1~]). (4.23) 
We can consider the two last equations as a linear system in the unknowns 4,(~) and 4~(~). If we 
denote the determinant of the matrix coefficients by Dn we know, since /2 is regular, that D, must 
be different from 0 for all n >~ 3. Taking into account hat 
O, ,  = I~= -~2~-74=(°)14 I~1= - I  ~= - 4=i°)1211 - ~=~(051=-"-~ 
×i in  - 2)21~14 - 2in - 1)in - 3)1~12 + in - 2) e) + I1 - ~2~0)14~2"-7,  (4.24) 
we deduce that ~2"-7E~ and we obtain (4.15). By solving the system we get the expressions of the 
unknowns 4,(~) and 4,'(~) given by (4.16) and (4.17). Finally, from (4.13) we obtain 
~DnEn -- 
1 I=l~fl 1 + I~l 4 -  2~(~242(0)) 
= ~D. + 
~2 __ 42(0 ) 
((n - 1 )ED.4.(c¢) - c¢4'(~)~D.). 
[1 + I~l 4 - 2~(~242(0))]0~ "-2 
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If we substitute (4.16) and (4.17) and operate we get 
(1 + 2 
~DnE. = [1 + I~l 4 
1 -1512 ] 5 ' 
from which we conclude 
2 
Vn~>3 E, D,+, (1 -Ic~l 2)  [1 + Ic~l 4 -  2~(~2q)2(0))] 
-- K2D. .  1 + 1512 
/ 
_ ( l _  + 1 ,4 
1514~x2"-TO,, \1+ [~l 2 J 
Thus, if 50 is regular the result holds. 
~:  We suppose that Dn # 0 Vn>~3 and we prove that the sequence of polynomials given by (4.7) 
is the MOPS related to 5 °. We shall calculate 50(cI)n(z)z -k) distinguishing several cases since the 
result depends on whether the moments have positive or negative subindex. From (4.1 1) 
4~.(z) = z"-a(z - ~)2 ~ [tn - 2)z - (n - 1 )~]2  n -2  
2 ' ~'(~)  .2 ,  
+ - -b~_4 z tz  - cO + (1 - 2£)~' (~) (z  - ~) + (1 - ,~£)~. (~) ,  
2q~"(~)50(z" ~-2[(n - 2)z - (n - 1)~]) 50((~).(Z)Z -k) = 50(Z n k-2(Z __ 0~) 2)  5n_  3 
2~n'(CO .~-. , - k -2 .  
+ ~ ~tz  tz  - ~) )  + (1 - ,~£)4~(~)50(z -qz  - ~)) 
+ (1 - 2~2)4~.(c~)50(z -k) (4.25) 
(i) If 1 <~k<<.n -2 ,  from (4.2) and the hermitian character of d ,  we obtain 
50(zn-k-2(Z--O~)2)=50(Z-n÷2+k(!--~) 2) 
1 ( -- Nn_2_k(n - -  1 - k ) (~ 2 - qb2(O) )  1 - 1c~12"~ 2 (4 .26)  
1 + I~12 J 
The coefficient of 4~,(e) in (4.25) is 
~k 
(1 - ]~xl4)(1 + 15J2)[1 + 1~[4 _ 2~(7zg~2(0))] 
- / ja2 - -  q~2(0)12 [ - (n  - 2 ) (n  - k - 2 )  
× [ I~12'°-3' 
+((n  - 2)(n - k) + (n - 1)(n - k - 3))[c~12 - (n - 1)(n - k - 1)1514] 
+ l1 - ~2¢,2(o)12[(k + 1) - (k - 1)1~1211, (4.27) 
3 
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and the coefficient of  ~,~(~) is 
(1 - I~1=)~ ~-' 
(1 - 1~14)(1 + 1~12)[1 + I~14 - 2~(~2¢b2(0)) ]  
[ - ] 
× [ 1~12¢n_4) [ (n -~-2) - (n -~-  1)1~12]+ 11-~:~: (O) l : [k - (k -  l) l~l =] • 
(4.28) 
Taking into account the previous expressions and the values of D,, ¢b,(~) and ~'(c¢) given by (4.15) 
- (4.17)  we deduce that (4.25) is 0 for 1 <~k<~n- 2 and Vn~>3. 
(ii) If k = n - 1, one can proceed as in case (i). The coefficients obtained for ~n(~) and for ~,~(~) 
are the same as in the previous case. 
(iii) If k = 0, same as (ii). 
(iv) I f  k =n we compute the first addend in (4.25) from (4.4) for j = 0. Besides, the coefficient 
of ¢b,(~) in (4.25) is 
~n 
(1 - 1~14)(1 + 1~12)[1 + I~14 - 2~(~2~2(0))] 
+ I1 - ~2'/'2(0)12[(n + 1) - (n  - 1)1~12] 
I~ 2 -- 42(0)12 
1c¢12(,_2) [(n - 1) - (n + 1)1=12] 
_ (n - 1)(1 - u2~---~-0))(~2 - ¢b2(0))(1~[ 2 - 1 )3 (4.29) 
and the coefficient of ¢b'(e) is 
(1 -[~[2)~.-1 
(1 -- 1~14)(1 -{-1~12)[1 + 1~[ 4 -- 2~(~2~2(0))] 
I ~ -~(o)1  ~ (1 ~ × _ - -  - I~ l~ r, - ~2~=(0))(~2 - ~(0) )  
+11 - ~2~z(0)12[n - (n - 1)[~[2]]. (4.30) 
Next one can proceed as in case (i) obtaining that 5F(Cbn(z)z-")=En, where En is given as follows: 
:;:n I1 + 4 -  [] 
Theorem 7. The only functionals ~ which solve our problem in the positive-definite case are the 
following: 
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(i) I f  10¢ I < 1 then &~(z") = u, (n >~0), Le., A = 1. The MOPS related to £e is given by ~n(Z) =Z n-2 
(Z-- ~)2 Vn~>2 and ¢bl(z)=z-- 2~/(1 + [~12). 
(ii) I f  1~[ > 1 then 5f(z") = v, (n >~0), i.e., A = O. The MOPS related to ~ is given by 7J,(z) =z "-2 
(z -  1/~) 2 Vn~>2 and ~Ul(z )=z-  2~/(1 + [~[2). 
Proof. If &a is positive definite the series S(z) defined in Theorem 3 is 
S(z ) -  1 ~-~ [-A 
1 + I=1 - - - - - z  .=o  [ (n  (5] + 1)+(1  - n)l=12](~z)" + (1 -2 ) [ (1  -n )+(n+ 1)l~l 2] . 
(4.31) 
Since I~1 ¢ 1 we distinguish two possibilities: 
(i) If 1~1 < 1 there exists z such that I~1 < let < 1. In this case ]~z I< 1 and the series +~ Y~'~, =oA[(n + 
- X- - '+~ ~ 1 - 1 )  + (1 n)[ctl2](~z) n converges VAcC. On the other hand, since [z/ct[ >1 the series ~,=o~ 
2)[(1 -n )+ (n + 1)[~[2](z/~)" diverges if A ¢ 1. Then in order that S(z) converges for all z in 
the unit disk, A must be equal to 1. 
(ii) If [~[ > 1 there exists z such that 1/1~[ < [z] < 1. In this case [ctz[ > 1 and [z/a[ < 1. Therefore the 
X -'+°° t1 - ~--,+oo 2r .  series ~,=0~ -2) [ (1  n) + (n + 1)[~[Z](z/~)" converges VAEC and the series 2_,,=o t tn+ 
1) + (1 -n)l~[2](~z)" diverges except for A =0. Then in order that S(z) converges for all z in 
the unit disk, 1 -A  must be equal to 1. [] 
The orthogonal polynomials appearing in this theorem coincide with those related to rational 
modifications of the Lebesgue measure, i.e., orthogonal polynomials with respect o the measure 
doJ(O)=dO/2rtlz-a12, z=ei0, la ] < 1, which is a semiclassical measure and the corresponding 
induced functional belongs to the class (2,2) (see [3]). 
It seems natural to ask for the existence of families of semiclassical orthogonal polynomials 
belonging to the class (2,2) which are different from the Bemstein-Szeg6 polynomials obtained in 
the positive definite case. The next example shows that for every complex number 0¢, if we choose 
• 2(0) = ~2 + 1/~2 then the functional is regular and therefore there exists the corresponding sequence 
of orthogonal polynomials. 
Example (A Regular case). Let us consider ~2(0)  = 0¢ 2 + 1/~ 2 then 1 -1~2(0)12 = - (1  + 1~14+ ]als)/ 
1~14<o. 
From (4.15) Vn~3, 
o~2n- 7On 1 = -~[1  -I~12("+2) - I~ l "+ ' (n -  2) ( l~l  2 - 1)3 
×[1 - I0¢12('+2> + Iccl"+'(n - 2)(10¢12 - 1)2. 
Putting z = ]~l we can cons ider  ]o~160~2n-7Dn as a product of two polynomials in z as follows: 
[Z 2(n+2) + (n - 2)z "+3 - (n - 2)z "+l - 1 ] [z  2(n+2) - (n - 2)z "+3 + (n - 2)z "+l - 1]. 
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We look for the positive roots of the following polynomials: 
P2n+4(z) =z2(n+2) ~t_ (n - 2)z  n+3 - (n - 2)z n+l - 1, 
Q2n+4(z ) -~-Z2(n+2)  - -  (n - 2)z "+3 + (n - 2)z "+l - l. 
By applying Descartes's rules of signs [6] we deduce that the polynomial P2,+4(z) has exactly one 
positive root z = 1. 
Next we analyse the polynomial Q2n+4(2): 
Q2n+4 (1)  - Q2n+4(Z) 
z2n+4 
hence if z is root of  Qz,+4(z) then 1/z is also a root. 
If n ~> 4 is even 
Q2n+4(z) 
R2.+2(z ) -  - 
I fn>~4isodd  
Q2n+4(z) 
Rzn+2(z)- z2_  1 
Let us assume that n >_.4 and n is even 
( z  "+3 - 1 ) (z  "+2 - 1 )  
zR2.+2(z )  - R2 .+1 )+2(z )  = - 
z+l  
then 
- -  --Z 2n+2 -~- Z 2n "q- " ' "  -~ Z n+2 - -  (n - 2)z "+1 + z n ~-  . . .  -~- z 2 -~- 1. 
- -  - -Z  2n+2 ~-Z 2n "q- " ' "  ~-Z n+3 - -  (n - 3)z "+l +z  "-l + ..- +z  2 + 1. 
<0,  Vz>l  
zR2n+2(z) <R2n+4(z), ~/z > 1. 
Taking into account hat 
Rlo(Z)ZZl° +z8-k-z6-2zS-k-z4-kz2 + l>O, ~'z>l  
we deduce that R12 >'zR10 > 0, Vz > 1. 
On the other hand, 
" Z n+2[  1 Z n+2 R2(n+l)+2(z)-R2(n+2)+2(z)= ~ - z ) [ z  n+3 + +. . .  +z+ 1 -n ]<0 i f z> l .  
From the last expression for n=4 we obtain that R14>R12>0 , Vz>I .  Proceeding inductively 
from the recursion relation one easily sees that R2,+2(z)>0, Vz>l  and therefore the polynomial 
Q2,+4(z) ¢ 0, Vz > 0, and z ¢ 1 because if it had one real root lesser than 1 then it would had to have 
one other larger than 1. 
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